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ABSTRACT

We have developed an original approach for content-based
video indexing and retrieval. By introducing a causal Gibb-
sian modeling of the spatio-temporal distribution of appro-
priate local motion-related measurements, we have designed
a general and efficient statistical framework for non para-
metric motion modeling, motion recognition and classifica-
tion, and motion segmentation. It is exploited for motion-
based video indexing and video retrieval for both global and
partial queries by example.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Video archives are at the core of various application fields.
The efficient use of these databases requires to offer reliable
and relevant access to visual information. In particular, it
implies to index and retrieve visual documents by their con-
tent. A great deal of research amount is currently devoted
to image and video database management, [1, 11, 13, 20].
Nevertheless, it remains hard to easily identify the relevant
information for a given query, due to the complexity of im-
age and sequence interpretation.

Content-based video editing, indexing, browsing, and
retrieval primarily require to recover the elementary shots of
the video and to recognize typical forms of video shooting
such as static shot, traveling, zooming and panning [1, 20]1.
At a second stage, it appears necessary to provide an inter-
pretation and a representation of the shot content. Dynamic
content analysis is of particular interest and its combination
with static content descriptions should offer new functional-
ities for video navigation, browsing or retrieval. A first class
of approaches, which rely on parametric or dense motion
field estimation, includes image mosaicing [13], segmenta-
tion, tracking and characterization of moving elements in
order to determine a spatio-temporal representation of the
video shot [10, 11]. However, these techniques turn out to

1In the sequel we will also use the term of sequence to designate an
elementary shot.

be unadapted to certain classes of sequences with complex
dynamic contents such as motion of rivers, flames, foliages
in the wind, or crowds,etc. Therefore, in the context of
video indexing, it seems also relevant to adopt a global point
of view that avoids any explicit motion segmentation step.

We have developed an original approach for motion-
based video indexing and retrieval. It aims at interpret-
ing dynamic contents without any prior motion segmenta-
tion and without any complete motion estimation in terms
of parametric models or optical flow fields. Preliminary
researches in that direction have defined extraction tech-
niques of “temporal texture” features, [16, 19]. Motions
of rivers, foliages, flames, or crowds, for instance, can in-
deed be regarded as temporal textures. In [16], features
issued from spatial cooccurrences of normal flows are ex-
ploited to classify sequences either as simple motions (rota-
tion, translation, divergence) or as temporal textures. Inpre-
vious work, we have found global features extracted from
temporal cooccurrence distributions of local motion-related
measurements more appropriate than the use of normal ve-
locity fields [2].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
the general ideas underlying our work. Section 3 describes
the local non-parametric motion-related information thatwe
consider. In Section 4, we introduce the statistical model-
ing of the temporal distribution of motion-related quantities
computed from a video sequence and the associated esti-
mation scheme. Section 6 presents several applications of
our statistical non-parametric motion modeling framework
to motion-based video indexing and recognition.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To cope with video databases involving various dynamic
contents, it is necessary to determine an optimal set of fea-
tures and the associated similarity measure [18]. These is-
sues can be tackled using Principal Component Analysis
[15] or some feature selection techniques [14]. Neverthe-
less, feature space is usually of high dimension, and the



considered distance is likely not to capture properly uncer-
tainty attached to feature measurements. Therefore, statis-
tical methods appear more appropriate in that context than
numerical feature values. Our aim is to supply within the
same framework a global description of the dynamic con-
tent as well as efficient probabilistic tools for video database
classification and retrieval with query by example.

To this end, we adopt a motion-classification approach
for video indexing which relies on a statistical analysis of
the spatio-temporal distribution of local non-parametricmotion-
related measurements. We aim at identifying probabilistic
models corresponding to different dynamic content types
to be discriminated. In [3, 12], a correspondence between
cooccurrence distributions and Markov Random Field (MRF)
models are established in the context of spatial texture anal-
ysis. We propose an extension to temporal textures. We
have introduced causal models allowing us to compute the
exact expression of the corresponding likelihood functions.
We have thus developed a general statistical framework ex-
ploitable for video indexing and retrieval.

3. LOCAL MOTION-RELATED MEASUREMENTS

The first step is to define relevant local motion-related mea-
surements whose spatio-temporal distributions will be mod-
eled within a causal Gibbsian framework described in Sec-
tion 4. Since our goal is to characterize the actual dynamic
content of the scene, we first cancel camera motion. As a
consequence, we estimate the dominant image motion be-
tween two successive images, which is assumed to be due
to camera motion. Then, to cancel it, we wrap the succes-
sive images to the first image of the shot by combining the
elementary dominant motions successively estimated over
the consecutive image pairs.

3.1. Dominant motion estimation

To model the transformation between two successive im-
ages, we consider a 2D affine motion model. The estimation
of the six affine motion parameters is achieved with the ro-
bust gradient-based incremental estimation method described
in [17]. The use of a robust estimator allows the motion
estimation not to be sensitive to secondary motions due to
mobile objects in the scene. The minimization is performed
by means of an iterative reweighted least-square technique
embedded in a multiresolution framework.

3.2. Local motion-related quantity

In order to characterize the residual motion information in
the motion-compensated image sequence, we consider the

following local motion-related quantity :
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where
����� is the intensity function at point� in the wrapped

image,� ��� is a small window centered on�, �� a prede-
termined constant related to the noise level in uniform ar-
eas, and

��� is the temporal derivative of the intensity func-
tion

��
.

��� ��� is approximated by a simple finite differ-
ence. Whereas the normal flow measure !" ��#$ !��# turns out
to be very sensitive to noise attached to the computation
of spatio-temporal derivatives of the intensity function,the
considered motion-related measurement forms a more reli-
able quantity, yet simply computed from the intensity func-
tion and its derivatives. Obviously, the information relative
to motion direction has been lost, which prevents from dis-
criminating for instance two opposed translations with the
same magnitude. However, this is not a real shortcoming,
since we are interested in interpreting the type of dynamic
situations observed in the considered video shot and not in
identifying a specific motion value.

4. STATISTICAL NON-PARAMETRIC MODELING
OF MOTION CONTENT

4.1. Temporal Gibbsian modeling

In order to characterize the motion activity, we exploit the
probabilistic framework presented in [9] which relies on
non-parametric motion models. We briefly outline it here-
after.

Let % � &%'� (((�%)* be a sequence of+ , - maps of
quantized motion-related quantities and. the spatial sup-
port of these maps.. can be the entire image, a given re-
gion, or a block, depending on the global or local nature
of the targeted characterization. We first evaluate the asso-
ciated distribution of temporal cooccurrences/�%� defined
by: 0�1� 12� 3 4�
/�1� 12 �%� � )�
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where4 is the set of possible discrete values of the quan-
tized motion-related measurements.

We assume that sequence% is the realization of a ran-
dom process> such that the conditional likelihood?@�%�
of sequence% w.r.t. to a modelA is expressed as:

?@�%� � -B C�D EF@ G /�%�H (3)

where
B

is a known normalization constant independent ofA and%.
F@ is the set of potentials&F@�1�12�*�IJIK	LM



which explicitly specifies modelA.
F@ G /�%� denotes

the dot product between model potentials
F@ and cooccur-

rence distribution/�%� given by:

F@ G /�%� � �
�IJIK	LM F@�1�12� � /�1� 12 �%� (4)

The availability of such an exponential formulation presents
several interests. First, it makes the computation of the con-
ditional likelihood?@�%� for any sequence% and modelA feasible and simple. Then, the use of these probabilis-
tic models for recognition or classification issues based on
ML or MAP criteria is straightforward. Second, all motion
information exploited by these models is contained in the
cooccurrence distributions. In particular, in order to eval-
uate the conditional likelihoods&?@� �%�* w.r.t. models&A�* for a given sequence%, it is not necessary to store
the entire sequence%. We only need to compute and store
the related temporal cooccurrence distribution/�%�. The
evaluation of the conditional likelihoods&?@� �%�* is then
simply achieved from the products&F@� G/�%�* using ex-
pression (3).

This modeling approach is non-parametric in two ways.
First, it does not correspond to 2D parametric (affine or
quadratic) motion models [17]. Second, from a statistical
point of view, it does not involve parametric distributions
(i.e., Gaussian) to model the law?@�1�12�. In some way,
it is learnt from data.

Besides, the ML (Maximum Likelihood) estimation of
modelA best fitting the motion distribution attached to a
given sequence% reveals straightforward. The potentials of
the model

�A, which verifies
�A � ������@ ?@�%�, are

readily given by [9]:

F �@�1�12� � �� �
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4.2. Spatio-temporal Gibbsian modeling

The statistical modeling of motion information described
above does not explicitly characterize spatial aspects (spa-
tial patterns) of motion information, since it only relies on
the evaluation of temporal cooccurrences of motion-related
measurements. In order to combine within a single statisti-
cal framework the characterization of both spatial and tem-
poral aspects of motion information, we have investigated
three different alternatives:

G First, we have used causal spatio-temporal neighbor-
hood instead of the use of a single temporal neighbor-
hood [8]. The main drawback of this approach is that
the computation of the likelihood function?@ and
ML model estimation becomes more complicate;

G Second, we have exploited spatio-temporal random
walks through the sequence of maps of motion-related
measurements [5]. Similarly to temporal Gibbs model,
the likelihood function?@ has an exponential form
involving the dot product between model potentials
and spatio-temporal cooccurrence measurements. Fur-
thermore, ML model estimation is also readily deter-
mined from cooccurrence distributions;

G Third, we have investigated the characterization of
spatial aspects of motion distribution through a mul-
tiscale strategy [6]. In fact, instead of using a sin-
gle motion-related measurement at each location in
the sequence, we consider a vector of motion-related
quantities computed at different scales. The statis-
tical modeling of motion information is then based
on the computation of temporal and scale cooccur-
rences, while sharing characteristics similar to tem-
poral Gibbs models, both in terms of computation of
the likelihood function?@(x) and in terms of ML
model estimation.

5. SIMILARITY MEASURE OF MOTION
CONTENT

Designing a similarity measure between dynamic contents
is of key interest for motion-based video indexing and re-
trieval. We can exploit the statistical motion modeling in-
troduced in the previous section to define such a similarity
measure.

Given two video shots7 and �, the associated se-
quences of maps of motion-related measurements,%�� and%�M , and statistical motion models,A7

andA�, the motion-
based similarity measure�)��7��� is defined as:

�)��7��� � -� E+��A��A
7� , +��A7

�A��H
(6)

where+��A��A
7� is the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

When using temporal Gibbs model,+��A��A
7� can be

approximated by [9]:

+��A��A
7� � EF@� ; F@MH G /�%��� (7)

6. APPLICATION TO MOTION-BASED VIDEO
INDEXING AND RETRIEVAL

We have exploited these statistical motion models for vari-
ous applications related to motion recognition and classifi-
cation.

In [5, 6], we have tackled the motion recognition is-
sue for a video base containing different classes of motion
content: temporal texture (rivers, grass motion, trees in the
wind,. . . ), sequences of pedestrians, traffic video shots. Based



on the computation of the motion similarity measure given
by relation (6), we have obtained promising results with a
mean recognition rate higher than���.

We have addressed the classification of video databases
in [9]. Still using relation (6), we can build a binary tree
which expresses in a hierarchical way video similarities in
terms of motion content. This kind of hierarchical structure
can be useful for retrieval or browsing in video databases.

We have also dealt with the extraction of entities of in-
terest in images w.r.t. motion information in [7]. Based
on the general characterization of motion information in
terms of motion activity, statistical motion models are used
to merge blocks of an initial partition of the image w.r.t.
motion content similarity. Our approach enables to handle
a wide range of dynamic entities of interest: single mov-
ing entity or group of entities in sport video shots, entities
formed by a moving texture,... In addition, simultaneously
to the extraction, we can provide a characterization of the
movement of the entity of interest by means of the estimated
statistical motion model.

Finally, the designed statistical motion models can also
be used for motion-based retrieval with query by example.
The retrieval process is in fact viewed as a Bayesian infer-
ence issue based on the MAP criterion. It first comes to
build a database of statistical motion models. Then, the re-
ply to a given query is determined by finding in the database
the model best fitting the query. It involves the use of rela-
tion (3). We can handle both global query involving a whole
video sequence [4, 9] as well as partial query (the query is
concerned by a given area in the image) [4, 7]. In the later
case, from a given database of video shots, we first build the
database of statistical motion models attached to entitiesof
interest extracted from the keyframe of each video shot.
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